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QUARTER TRENDING NEWS

MEET OUR TEAM AND STAY IN TOUCH WITH US

Over 2,2 mln Ukrainian citizens already admitted to Poland since  Feb 24, 2022, mostly women and children. Estimated employments’ market absorption at this 

point is around 700k.  But war in Ukraine poses risk of outflow of Ukrainian citizens from sectors traditionally dominated by man i.e. construction and transport 

with 11% and 13%  of Ukrainian workers respectively. Slowdown it those sectors may negatively influence the dynamics of GDP growth.
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HOT FACTOR: INLFUX OF OVER 2MLN OF UKRAINIAN CITIZENS

Polish government announced that it considers implementing additional taxation on capital groups that operate in Poland and that decline to exit Russian 

market. Details are not yet known, though technical aspects may make the idea difficult to implement in practice.

Poland adopted a special law relaxing the conditions of employment of foreigners and granting the Ukrainian citizens access to key public services – healthcare, 

social benefits and employment market. Some tax preferences on aid for Ukraine and its citizens were also addressed.

Poland still waits for official approval of the National Recovery Plan, which amounts to approximately €60 bln. The NRP was submitted in May 2021 to get access 

to EU's multi-billion-euro post-pandemic aid package. Despite - as it seemed - some break-through moments in negotiations, at this point there is no certainty 

when the plan could be approved.

The current flee of Ukrainian citizens will likely result in development of some sort of support budget at EU level for countries which take on the most obligations 

related to their stay. 

The residential sector is getting hit by the Ukrainian influx. Rent fees in key cities went up by even 15% in last two weeks. Further increases are expected due to 

(i) increase in interest rate and inflation leading reduction in interest in debt financing (ii) likelihood of Ukrainian migration become more permanent (iii)  

limited rental space available. 

President of the Polish Development Fund (state investment fund, PFR) said that the impact of the war on the Polish economy will not be significant, the 

negative scenario assumes a slowdown in GDP growth by 1 percent.
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